We construct B-function of the Hermitian symmetric space O(n, 2)/O(n) × O(2) or equivalently of the tube (Re z0) 2 > (Re z1)
This space has numerous names, in particular, Cartan domain of 4-th type, future tube, Lie spheres, Lie balls 3 .
We prefer another realization of the same space. Namely, consider C n+1 with coordinates u 1 , u 2 , z 1 , . . . , z n−1 ,
z j := x j + y j
We define our tube T n by the inequalities
Formulation of the result. For a nonzero complex a and complex λ, µ denote a {λ|µ} := a λ a µ
We also denote du 1 := dv 1 dw 1 , dz j := dx j dy j , du := du 1 du 2 , dz := dx 1 dy 1 . . . dx n−1 dy n−1
In particular du dz denotes an integration with respect to the Lebesgue measure on T n . Our purpose is the following formula
Remark. Let us explain the meaning of complex powers. The base numbers
j of the numerator are positive reals. Next, the point u 1 = 1, u 2 = 1, z = 0 is contained in T n . The denominator is well defined at this point. 3 The last two terms arose as a result of non-correct successive translations German-ChinesEnglish-Russian-English.
Initially, a 'Lie sphere' was an oriented subsphere in S n = R n ∪ ∞ or a point. Lie spheres was the space of Lie spheres; It is a homogeneous space O(n + 2)/O(n + 2) × O(2). Lie sphere geometry , see for instance [3] , was a geometry of this space. Hua Loo Keng extended the term 'Lie spheres' to the dual symmetric space O(n + 2, 2)/O(n + 2) × O(2).
In Russian edition of Hua's book [5] the space O(n, 2)/O(n) × O(2) became a Lie sphere ('sfera Li'; in fact there are no traces of the original meaning of 'Lie spheres' in Hua's book). However, the term 'sphere' for an open domain is too peculiar and our space turned into a 'Lie ball' in the English edition.
Since the domain T n is simply connected, the corresponding branches of the power functions are well defined.
Meaning of factors. a) Functions
λ2−n−1 are precisely the eigenfunctions of the parabolic subgroup in O(n + 1, 2). Also
−n−1 is the density of the O(n + 1, 2)-invariant measure on T n .
j is the standard term that is present in formulae for the Cauchy kernel, the Bargman kernel, see [5] and (more generally) for the Berezin kernels on T n .
1.5. Comments. Special cases. a) If λ 1 = λ 2 = 0, σ 1 = τ 1 = 0, σ 2 = τ 2 , then we get one of Hua integrals, [5] b) The Plancherel formula for Berezin kernels for the spaces O(n+1, 2)/O(n+ 1) × O(2) is reduced to our integral with σ 1 = τ 1 = 0, σ 2 = τ 2 (see [11] ). Apparently, Berezin himself (he perished in an accident in 1980) derived this formula in some another way (however, his proof is unknown; see also [11] ). c) For n = 3, 4, 6 there are the following exceptional isomorphisms of homogeneous spaces
In these cases, our integrals coincide with matrix beta-integrals obtained in [7] .
Calculations
2.1. Change of variables. Firstly, we transform our integral to v1>0, w1∈R
Next, we change the variable v 2 by r,
(the Jacobian of this substitution = 1). The interior integral now is reduced to r>0, w1∈R, x∈R n−1 , y∈R n−1 r λ2−n−1 dr dw 2 dx dy 1 + r + iw 2 + 1 v1
Next change of variables. Now we wish to decompose the expression
as a sum of imaginary and real parts. For this purpose, we write
Therefore,
Note that,
Thus, det S > 0, the diagonal elements of S also are positive. Hence S is positive definite; therefore S 1/2 is well defined.
Our next change of variables is
Its Jacobian is v (n−1)/2 1
Finally, the 'interior integral' (2.1) comes to the form
,w2∈R,p∈R n−1 , q∈R n−1 r λ2−n−1 dr dw 2 dp dq
where Q(p, q, v 1 , w 1 ) is a real expression (its explicit form is unessential for us).
2.3. Separation of variables. Now we change the variable w 2 to
The Jacobian is 1, and we reduce our initial integral to the product
, h∈R, p∈R n−1 , q∈R n−1 r λ2−n−1 dr dh dp dq
where I denotes the first integral factor, and J the second one.
2.
4. An auxiliary integral. First, we derive the identity x>0,y∈R x α−1 dx dy
We represent the left-hand side as
The interior integral is the Cauchy beta-integral (see [9] , 2.2.6.31) and we get
The last integral is a rephrasing of the definition of the beta-function (see [9] , 2.2.4.29). We get
2.5. The first factor. By (2.3),
2.6. The second factor. Now we evaluate the factor J in (2.2). First, we pass to the spherical coordinates
We get (see [9] , 3.3.2.1)
Next, we substitute ρ := R 2 , J = π n−1 Γ(n − 1) r>0, R>0, h∈R r λ2−n−1 ρ n−2 dr dρ dh
Next, we pass from the variables (r, ρ) to (x, r) := (r + ρ, r)
i.e., J = π n−1 Γ(n − 1) x>0, 0<r<x, h∈R r λ2−n−1 (x − r) n−2 dr dx dh
Now we integrate in r using the standard definition of the beta-function, J = π n−1 Γ(n − 1) B(λ − n, n − 1) x>0, h∈R x λ2−2 dx dh
The last integral is of the form (2.3). Finally, J = 2 2−σ2−τ2−n π n Γ(λ 2 − n)Γ(σ 2 + τ 2 − λ 2 ) Γ(σ 2 )Γ(τ 2 )
